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By Clark Salisbury

Hlright, let's talk loops. Those dirty, rotten,
unpredictable gremlins that never seem to act the way
they should and seem always bent on ruining our hard-
won samples.

Every sampling machine loops. Every one of them. Hnd
looping can be the hardest of all operations to
perform when creating a usable sample.

Fcrtunately, understanding looping isn't very hard.
Waking it work, well - that can be tricky. But I'm
going to do my best to help you out here. and
believe it or not, some kinds of looping are so easy
that once you know the trick you'll fall to your
knees and thank your sundry gods For shining the
light of understanding on your door. But to really
understand looping, you need to really understand
sampling. Hnd to really understand sampling, well...

MELEDNE T5 5H5IE SDUND THEORY 1U1.

Here's where we get down to the nitty-gritty, or,
TI 1 I I rI\~‘l'Iwhat is this thing called sound.

It's easy, really. Sound is simply a fluctuation in
air pressure, and it has both a negative and a
positive component. Men you hit a drum head, the
drum head is First pushed away From you, creating a
negative air pressure (think of it as sucking, if you
like}. Hlmost immediately the drum head will snap
back toward you, creating a positive air pressure.
The drum head will repeat this backward and forward
motion a number of times quite rapidly, (we would
perceive it as vibrating), and this creates a pattern
of positive and negative changes in the surrounding
air. This we can call a waveform, the form that the
"waves" (changes in air pressure) take in the air.
Una swing of the drum head from "zero" {at rest) to
Fully negative, back to zero, then to Fully positive
and finally back to zero is called one "cycle." with
pitched instruments [like guitar) the number oi
cycles that are completed in one second is called the
sound's "Frequency", and this is what determines a
sound's pitch. H guitar string which completes fiflfi
cycles in one second is said to have a pitch of "H."
If we double the frequency we perceive a pitch change
ot one octave. Ht 555 cycles—psr—second, our guitar
will sound an "H" one octave hioher than at flflfl.

In the acoustic world, of course, the air pressure
Fluctuations create sympathetic vibrations in our
eardrums, which are than handily converted to elec-
tro—chemical impulses and interpreted by the brain as
sound. But how do we convert them to samples? Hell,
in theory it's pretty simple. First we change the
air pressure Fluctuations to voltages with some sort
of transducer, usually a microphone. The air
pressure vibrations strike the diaphragm of the
microphone {an analog of our eardrum} and the
vibration of diaphragm is electro—magnetically
converted to positive and negative voltages which are
analogous to the original positive/negative air
pressure Fluctuations. So Far so good.

Now we connect a sampling machine to the other end of
our microphone. The sampler periodically measures
the voltage present at the output of our microphone.
If the output of the microphone happens to be
positive when a measurement (sample) is taken, the
sampler assigns it a positive number; and the greater
the initial air pressure on the microphone's
diaphragm, the greater its corresponding output
voltage, and the higher the number the sampler will
assign it. Similarly, the negative voltages are
assigned negative numbers within our sampler. The
range of available numbers within the Mirage, by the
way, is from -12? to 125.

New when dealing with sounds that have frequncies in
the audio range {and most people can hear sounds with
Frequencies as low as 25 times per second and as high
as 25,555 times per second) our sampling machine must
be able to sample very guickly to accurately
represent these sounds in terms of numbers. The
Mirage has a maximum sampling rate of about 33,555
times per second {usually abbreviated to 33k times
per second, or 33 kHertz, or more simply, 33 kHz}.
This sample rate is expandable to about 55 kHz with
the optional Input Sampling Filter. This means that
For a one-second sound, the Mirage will take as many
as 33,555 samples. That's a lot of numbers to store
in memory! The Mirage, however, has 55,553 bytes of
memory allocated for each keyboard half {upper and
lower) in which to store samples. Une byte gets one
sample, so we can see that For a two—second sound we
can have sample rates as high as 32,?55 kHz (55,553
bytesf2]. 5y slowing down the rate at which the
mirage samples, we can buy more sampling time, but
there's a tradeoff. Lower sampling times yield lower
Frequency response. This is due in part to a
phenomenon unigue to sampling called aliasing, and
the problem here is that we need at least two samples
to accurately represent one cycle of a sound's
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waveform. This means that to sample a soun that
contains frequencies in the 15 kHz range, we need to
take at least 35,555 samples per second. with a 35
kHz sample rate, we can say that our samler's
frequency response is 15 kHz {commonly known as the
Hyquist frequency). So if we want nice, clean
samples with plenty of high frequency response, we
try to take as short a sample as possible at the
highest sample rate, and then loop the sample to get
it to sustain.

Still with me? 5f course you are, you devils, you.
There's just one more thing we need to get straight
before we actually start getting into the nuts and
bolts stuff about looping. and that is how the
Mirage organizes its samle memory. Fortunately,
it's very simple.

we can think of_the memory for one keyboard half of
the Mirage as a single strip of 55,535 bytes. This
strip is further divided into 255 pages, each of
which is 255 bytes long (255 x 255 = 55,535). when
the Mirage samples, the sample will go into one or
more of these pages (depending on what the wavesample
Start [B5] and the wavesample End [B1] parameters are
set to). what we are going to try to do is make a
sample, and loop a one-page (255 byte) section of it.
This is called a short loop (and you thought short
loops was some new kind of breakfast food, didn't

o .

First, load the MHSUS disk, Program #1. If you don't
have M5555 yet, load any sustaining type of sound you
have into the loer keyboard half of the Mirage,
hopefully a single-sampled sound. If you don't know
how to tell if the sound is single-sampled or not,
check out my article on "Keyboard Splitting Hnd The
Mirage" from the August (it was Hogust, wasn't it
Eric?) [Ed. — Issue Number 3] issue of the Hacker.
If you don't have a sustaining sound to load into the
Mirage, load Sound Disk §2 (the one with all the
synth sounds), start with Lower Program #1 (tubular
bells) and set Parameter St (Release) to about 5.5,
and Parameter 53 (Sustain) to 3.1. Now we're ready
to roll.

First, set Multisampling [77] on. If Multisampling
is off, the Mirage will reset to its default
parameters everytime we do a new sample, which isn't
what we want. Turn the Looping Function [ES] on —
yes, looping can be activated before you do any
sampling. Set the Sample Time [?3] to 35 (more on
this in a moment). Now we're ready to do a sample.
I suggest sampling your own voice for right now.
Plug in a mic, and make a sample. How play the 'H'
key, first one up from the bottom. If the note
doesn't play back - at the same pitch that you
originally sampled, adjust the Coarse Tune [57]
andfor Fine Tune [55] until it does. Mow go ahead
and make another sample, and when you play it back,
hold the key down until you hear the pitch change (if
the pitch doesn't change, sample a different note
from the one you just did. 5on't worry, I know what
I'm doing).

That new pitch that your sample jumps up or down to
is actually our one-page loop, right at the end of
the sound, and what's happening is that the loop is
so short and is repeating so fast that we are hearing

the pitch of the frequency at which the loop is
repeating rather than the frequency of our sample.
fou see, when we set our Samle Time [T3] to 35, we
were also seting our sample rate to 25,571 kHz. This
means that in one second, our single page can play
25,571f125 times, or about 223 times per second. It
just so happens that the frequency of the note 'H'
comes in multiples of 55 (115, 225, &t5, etc.). so we
can see that the frequency of our one-page loop is
slightly sharp of 'H' (check it with a tuner if you
don t believe me). New for the fun.

Listen to your sample, and pay attention to the pitch
of the sample after the loop kicks in. Memorize the
pitch of the loop, then do another sample, but this
time sing as closely as possible to the pitch of the
loop. It may take a few tries, but when you finally
hit the pitch' right and play your sample back, the
sample should move undetectably into the loop without
popping or glitching. The only hint that a loop is
present is that the pitch of the sample should become
rock stable after the loop point. Got it? Great.
Now let's have some fun.

Set Parameter [3fl] (5sc Mix) to about 3.1 or so, so
that both oscillators are at about equal volume. Add
some chorusing by setting Parameter [33] (5sc Detune)
to about 1.5. Now add som spaciousness by setting
[5fl] (Release) to about 2.2 or so, and mellow the
attack a bit by setting [55] to, say, 1.5. Awesome.

Now the bad news. This technique only works for some
loops, namely single waveform loops. The reason is
this. when you try to loop a sound containing
multiple waveforms (such as a string section or vocal
choir) it is very difficult, if not impossible, to
get all the different waveforms to line up exactly
within the boundaries of one page. If they did, then
it would only be because they were all playing at
exactly the same pitch. If they were doing that,
then they wouldn't sound as rich and chorused as we
would want. You can, however, add chorusing to a
single waveform sound after the fact, as we did in
the previous examle. But some sounds just will not
work with single-page loops. For those souds,
looping will require nothing more than patience -
sometimes a great deal of patience. By the way, if
you plan on short-looping low-frequency sounds, like
bass guitar, you may need to go to two or four-page
loops to get the loop playback frequency low enough.
But don't use an odd number (3,7, etc.) of pages; for
some mystical reason the Mirage doesn't like them.

Anyway, to recap for single-page loops: set sample
time so that it will yield a sample rate which, when
divided by 125, is closest to the frequency of the
sample you are trying to capture (see chart). Samle
a note. Use the Coarse and Fine Tune Parameters [57
and 55] to tune your sample appropriately for the
keyboard area into which it's going. Hesample, with
the Loop Switch turned on (it will automatically
default to setting a single-page loop at the end of
your sample). He—tune the instrument (or whatever)
you are sampling so that it matches the pitch that
the loop plays back at. Keep sampling and re~tuning
until your sample drops into the loop without popping
or glitching. Save your sample. Hun an ad in the
Hacker to sell your sample. Make gobs of money and



become a god of sampling. Retire to a villa in the
Bahamas with an elegant but understated guest house
for me to stay in when I come to visit. Eat lots of
vegetables.

Hnyway, that's about it for this time out. I'd just
like to thank Ensoniq for allowing me to use their
Sample Rates Chart from the MHSDS manual.

SAMPLE FMTES FDH EDUI-TEMPEHED PITGHE5

tlwedlam flea B24123 §amwaTima§amre5aeIiinws1
a 119
b Hat 11?
b 123
c 131
c sharp 139
d 14?
e Hat 155
e 135
1 1?5
f sharp 1 55
g 195
g sharp 255

a 224
b flat 233
b 24?
c 232
cshan: 2??
d 294
e flat 31 1
e 339
1 349
1 sharp 3?!)
g 392

14555
1451?
15554
15?44
1??35
15?54
15512
21555
22355
235?5
2555?
255?5

25155
25534
31555
33455
354?5
3?555
35524
42151
44?55
4?355
551?4

14554
14525
155?3
15555
1?55?
1555?
25555
212?5
22222
23555
25555
25315

255?1
25411
31255
33333
35?14
3?53?
45555
41555
45454
4?515
55555

?542
?452
?535
5333
5525
5433
15555
15535
11111
11554
12555
1315?

14255
14?55
15525
15555
1?55?
15515
25555
25533
22?2?
23555
25555

Clark Salisbury is Product Specialist with Portland
Music Co. in Dragon, and is also a gartner in The
Midi Connection, a Portland—based consulting firm.
He has been activel involved in the com osition
performing, and recording of electronic music for
over five years, and is currently involved in produc-
ing and marketing his own gog-oriented cgmpesitions.
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USER GRUUPS

M.U.S.E. - Mirage User Group for Elmhurst, IL area.
Please contact J. w. Adams, 255 Cayuga, Elmhurst, IL
55125. (312) 534-3725.

San Diego County Ensoniq Mirage Dwners: Let's start a
user group to exchange sounds and ideas. Call Paul
at (519) 942—352T.

Hollywood Mirage Dwners User's Group. Hints and
techniques. Sound trading and demos. Meetings held
at Classic Sound Recording Studios. For info, call
Patti (213) 554-7522.

SHMPLES

Dallas Hrea Samplers - please contact Hrthur Cronos
re swapping samples. Also have DI? with mucho
voices. (214) 555-1555.

Sound Parties for Mirage owners in L4 area. For
info, call or write Jon St. James, Formula 1 Music,
541 South Palm St., Suite 5, La Habra, CH 95531.
(213) 591-2215.

wHNTED: H quality sample of Sound 22 from the
DBEHHEIM. Jay Duinlan, 213 15th Place, Manhattan
5aach, EH 55255.

FREE CLHSSIFIEDSI

well, — within limits. we're offering free classi-
fied advertising (up to 55 words) to all readers for
exchanging or selling your sampled sounds on Mirage-
readable disks. Hdditional words, or ads for other
products or services, are 15 cents per word.

THE MIDI CUNNECTIUN

Hi, everybody. Here we are again to explore the
world of M.I.D.I. In previous articles we have
talked a bit about sequencers and drum machines.
There are several other devices that can be
controlled by M.I.D.I. wot all of these are musical,
per se.

There are a variety of controllers now with several
different duties. Yamaha and Holand both make master
keyboard controllers, both having weighted piano-
like actions to satisfy those of you who prefer this
touch. They also can send information over all
sixteen channels. You can address two keyboards at
once by assigning a split point and have one MIDI
channel assigned upper and one assigned lower. These

can be layered on top of each other as well. Several
others are available with organ-like keyboards with
many of the same functions. Mobile units exist with
the same type features that are light—weight, battery
powered, and can be strapped on like a guitar. Hll
the pitch bend and modulation controls are where you
can easily reach them.

Now, let's look at some controllers that don't have
keyboards. Last year Roland introduced the first
MIDI guitar controller, a two—piece system consisting
of the guitar and a sequence controller. So I
connected up to the Mirage via MIDI, being curious
and a guitarist and having played the Roland system
before. Playing guitar and hearing systhesiaer



sounds is quite amazing but playing connected to the
Mirage is just startling! Hearing acoustic sounds
like piano and trumpet from the fretboard, wow!!!

This past year at least half a dozen different
manufacturers have come out with MIDI controllers.
Most of them use the Roland electronics installed in
their guitars. 5y the way, Roland now has a MIDI bass
controller. Dctave-Plateau has a guitar controller
with their own electronics - quite innovative,
probably quite expensive as well. Cherry Lane has
come out with a guitar system whose electronics is
equally unique. They use the same system for a
device called the Pitch Finder. Its signal source
comes from a microphone and is converted to MIDI
data. This opens the door for horn players as well
as singers to trigger synthesizers like the Mirage as
well as any other MIDI devices. The other new MIDI
controllers are percussive pads. These are mainly
for triggering drum machines but can also trigger
keyboards.

4 lot of signal processing gear is coming under MIDI
control. Several new digital delays were introduced
at the recent MHMM show. The least expensive at
$555. Most of these have several presets (15 - 54).
The device is assigned a MIDI channel nuber and the
presets respond to the electronic equivalent of keys
on a keyboard. Presets can be all types of echo as
well as chorus and flanging. Dne device can use its
memory to sample. Cute, huh? Digital reverbs that
work the same way should be in your local store by
now. All of the MIDI digital reverbs I have heard so
far sound superb. Hkai introduced three products
that are signal processers but innovative because
they work only with MIDI devices. The first is a
MIDI arpeggiator - a sequencer dedicated to a
specific task, creating arpeggios. Second is a
dynamics controller which works with touch-sensitive
keyboards. It will control four MIDI synthesizers at
once and allows you to mix their levels. The third
device is a MIDI digital delay, which allows you to
perform delay effects by interrupting the MIDI data
and either sending it back to the original keyboard
or to other keyboards. The signal comes back so fast
you can set it for octaves as well as actual delays.
5ecause you're triggering the keyboard again the
frequence response is perfect, compared to the way a
conventional delay works. what else you ask? Mixing
boards. That's right — with these devices you can do
a mix down and store it via MIDI. You get similar
results to the big expensive computer-assisted boards
in studios. Hlong the same line, J. L. Cooper has a
light controller for stage lights. If you have a
song sequenced, while listening to it being played
back you mix the lights and store the information on
a MIDI channel. The end result is an automated light
system that is always in sync with your music.

Back to the guitar for a moment. Peavy introduced an
amp which stores ten presets which are made using
front-panel equalization and distortion controls. So
now the guitars can preprogram changes from preset to
preset into any MIDI sequencer.

You know 15 channels seems like a lot but look at
this possible system.

SEDUEMCER

1. Hrpeggiator
2. Dynamics Controller
3. MIDI Delay
4. Digital Delay
5. Stage Light Controller
5. Mixing Console
?. Digital Reverb
5. Drum Machine
5. Mirage
15. Synth
11. Synth
12. Guitar Synth
13. Guitar Hmp
14. Microphone (hornfvoice)

Let's save the last 2 channels for a MIDI-
controllable graphic E.5. and a compresserflimiter.

You know a one-man band can be pretty spectacular
with this kind of horsepower. This stuff also
represents the future for recording companies.

Last, but not least, software.

There is now music software out for every popular
home computer. The first to appear were sequencer
programs. The new ones kept getting better and
better, some of them printing your sequence in
musical notation. Df special note is the Ensoniq
Uisual Editing System for the Mirage. This runs on
the Hpple IIe with an 55-column card and along with
MHSDS and the new input filter will greatly enhance
the Mirage's capability. (Df course, there'll be
more on this particular piece of software in future
issues.)

Patch librarians and editing programs are showing up
For practically every MIDI synthesizer. along these
lines are System Exclusive programs. These allow you
to store the manufacturers' system exclusive
information. You can store data for several MIDI
devices in one file, recall the file and load all the
devices virtually at once. 5e careful when buying
one of these programs because they won't work with
everything. Sample data requires so much more memory
than most conventional synthesizers that I won't be
surprised if this puts the Mirage out of reach of
this type software.

Last but not least is software that allows you to set
up delays and arpeggios; the same features as the
units I mentioned earlier manufactured by HMHI.

well, that about covers it for now. about every
musical device I could imagine exists now and
reasonably-priced products like the Mirage are
putting these devices in all our grasps.

gyick Hailstone studied composition and arrapging at
the University of Nevada and at 5erklee College of
Music. He has been involved with synthesizers and
related technology fgr _the past seven years.
Drimarily a guitarist, his orientation has been in
performing and recording with these devices.
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EXPAND YOUR VOICE LIBRARY WITH

NEW SOUND DISKETTES FROM
2 ._{|

"Lb" DRUMS END PERCUSSION SOUNDS I
includes conventional and electronic
drum sounds. pius digital reverb snare

I and backwards effects. Percussion sounds
inciude conga, timbale, steei drum, talk-
ing drum and more. $25.55

fa Q STRING AND VOICE SOUNDS I
- includes a variety of solo and stacked

,,m__,, string and voice sounds. $25.55
||EUUNDEg vow»?

srsv~1E~5 5" ya-as
Up-,1 5- 1

.-1"’ rr’ Funk and ELECTRONIC DANCE!
lnciudes slap and pull bass. DI? Bass,

I scratch, zap. iazer. and much more.
$25.55

PITHHD, DFIGQH I

V L. N V lnciudes electric piano. Vex combo,
pipe organ and rock organ $25.55

Send check or money order to:

Elfllfél '1]
901 E. New Haven Ave, Suite 6
Melbourne, Florida 32901 USA

(305) 725-1930 * (305) 254-6509
2nd day air shipping inciuded in price. Foreign orders add $5.05

0.0.D. orders add $5.55 (U.S.A. only). Send $5.55 for demo cassette.

Contact DATA 1 for an updated list of sound disks.
* Mirage is a trademark of Ensoniq Corporation
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l - IHDIERTES HRSES DHLY
5* ' IHDIERTE5 ERTERHRL INPUT SRHPLIHG FILTER DHLM

ncrr = Pnaaxrrena rear so nor HHUE n ear. Paar n can er revue seen I Pane xnnr Rance pea; |
PH FREES 25-31 IN THE RED RUSIEIRH’S HRHURL.

Penn I rnxn xnxz sauce Page |

II
11

none toeote
save LDHER R55. i5UN5
SRUEI2

13 SRUE
14 EHUE
15 E5Fy
is 55F?
1? none

2! none

UPPER RS5. SDUHD
55TH R35. SDUHDS
EDHFIG. PRRRHS
PR5GRRH T5 L5HER
FROGRRH T5 UPPER
reset:

EGHEEI

21 HRSTER TUNE
22 PITEH SEND RRRGE
23 R55. UEL. SENS.
24 R55. SRLRHEE
23 UPPERILEHER PR55. LIRR
2i HRUESRHPLE SELEET
2? INITIRL HRUESRHPLE
25 HIR H552
25 H5H5 H55E

II ndnl
31

tflflfltl
LF5 FREE.

32 LF5 DEPTH
33 DSE. 2 DETUHE
35 ESE. H11
33 ESE. HIR-UEL. SENS.
35 FILTER EUTDFF FREE.
3? FILTER RESDHRHEE
35 FILTER R35. TRRERIHG
I? none

4?.’
II’

III
.I'§Z"

Eflflfltl

Ii-5?
IR-I2
55-53
I2-43
EHIDFF
1*S
I1-I3
EHIDFF
EHIDFF

II-as
ll-as
la-as
as-as
as-31
is-as
I5-45
ll-I4

DISK

1:-IR
1‘!

ll
I3*11
II-11

V§.$"'.§§"..§§'.l§I'§'.f§"4II".§I".§§.J§'.§'..I“

.§"

.§I.fl'§"'.§'.§'.§"

II

.111

.Z§".I"'..§".I."I"'.|I'..§"..§".§Z'..I§"4Q'.|'

Triton Earp.
1855 Whitehavenfioacl
Suite I11
Gr-aru:llllaru:l,N.Y. I407

NY res. add ?!4 “.4 tax.
Foreign orders add $5.55

FITTE
Mirage owners no longer need to buy expensive pre-
fcrmatted disks. Let your Mirage format inexpensive
31.4" blank diskettes for your sound and sequence
storage. This program will quickly pay for itself. In-
cluded is a back-up utility allowing you to copy any
Mirage operating system from one disk to another.
Send $39.95 for the TRITON DISH‘. UTILITY’.

Mirage is a trademark oi Ensoniq Corp.
b.§'.J".§’.§.I'§'.IJ'.§IJ'.II".§I.Z'.I.IJ".I".|I§'

N

.JI'..lrI..I.iIzlr'.rI.r.r.rIJ'.I-'.r.I-‘Ir

E.-

45
41
42
43
er.
4:
44
4?
as
4?

SI
51
32
53
34
35
55
5?
SI
5?

SI
S1
52
£3
£4
55
ii
5?
55
#5

?2
21
?2
T3
?4
T5
?i
??
?I
Tl

RI
21
S2
53
54
25
Ii
S?
55
59

RI
Fl
52
P3
54
95
FE
5?
P5
55

1?:
13*
1?l
25!
33*
sax
5?!
B5!
55*
55!
Pfili
Rio
PSI
56*

FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER
FILTER

-I'*—l*ll-I-'Z‘1 llillliijl

RTTRER
PERR
DEER?
SUSTRIH
RELERSE

FILTER RTTRER UEL. SENS.
FILTER PERR-UEL- SENS.
FILTER DEER?-R55. SERLE5
FILTER SUSTRIN-DEL. SEHS
FILTER RELERSE-UEL- SENS

RHFLITUDE RTTRER
RHPLITU5E PERR
RHPLITUDE DEERY
RHPLITUDE SUSTRIH
RHPLITUDE RELERSE
RHPL. RTTRER—UEL. SENS.
RHPL. PERR—UEL. SENS.
RHPL. 5EER?-RED. SERLED
RHPL. SUSTRIH-DEL. SENS.
RHPL. RELERSE*UEL. SEHS.

HRUESRHFLE STRRT
HRUESRHPLE EH5
L55P STRRT
L55P END
L55P EH5 FINE RDJ.
LDDP SHITEH
HRUESRHPLE RDTRTE
RELRTIUE TUNIH5*E5RRSE
RELRTIUE TUNING-FINE
RELRTIUE RHPLITUDE

RELRTIUE FILTER FREE.
HRR. FILTER FREE.
T5P REY
SRHPLE TIHE RDJ.
INPUT FILTER FREE.
LIHE!5Hl!HIRE{5FFi
SRHPLIHE THRESHDLD
USER HULTISRHPLIH2
flflfil
fififil

HDHI

ifldfifl
Efidfiil

iflflflfl

H151 DHHI
HI5I EHRHHEL SELEET
HIDI THRU

H552

H55E
HI5I EEHTRDLER EHRBLE
EIT. SE5. ELDER
ERT. ELDER JRER SELEET
IHTERNRL ELDER RRTE
SEE. L55P SHITEH
SE5. FT. SH.flSUS. PEERL

flfifil Efllfltl
ERT.E5HP.P5RT EHRILE
SER.P5RT SRU5 RRTE SH.
flfifil
hflfil
fiifll
flflfil

Efiflfitl
ffldfltl
Efldfitl
Efiifitl

SDFTHRRE UERSIDH NUMBER
DISR ERRDR EDDE
DISR EDHTLR STRTUS E552

HRSDS FUNETIDNS

EDP? HHUESRNPLE T5 LDUER
EDPY HRUESRHPLE T5 UPPER
RDT. EUR. HSRHPLE LEFT
RDT. EUR. HSRHPLE RIGHT
SDURSE STRRT-PRGE I
SDUREE STRRT*SRHPLE R
SDUREE EH5-FREE R
SDUREE EH5-SRHPLE R
DESTIR. STRRT—PR5E I
DESTIH. STRRT-SRHPLE R
ERT.IHPUT FILTER FREE.
DESTIH. BRHR SELECT
SERLE FUHET. STRT FRETDR
SERLE FUHET. EH5 FRETDR

II-31
I5-31
I5*31
I5*31
25-31
IE*31
I5-31
53-31
I3-31
RI-31

ll-31
II-31
22-3I
R2-31
I3-31
I5'3l
II*3I
IE*31
lB"31
lI~3I

ll-FF
HE-FF
55-FF
I5-FF
I5—FF
DHIDFF
IR-FF"
lR*I?
Bl-FF
IE"63

l5—F?
I3-S?
I1-51
32~5P
IS-55
DHIDFF
Hi-53
EHIEFF

5Hf5FF
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22
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25
25
55
53
55
R2
55
55
?5
52
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Ensoniq has provided us with an exclusive channel to
their engineering department for answering technical
questions. Normally, companies build a "protective
buffer" around their engineers so they can spend
their time engineering — instead of answering the
phone all day. If Ensoniq's "protective buffer"
{usually Steve Coscia) can't answer your questions,
he'll usually refer you to us. Sometimes we can help
over the phone, but usually the best way to deal with
us is to PLEHSE send your question in writing. we'll
try to answer it or find someone who can. we realize
that many of you need answers a lot faster than this
process can provide. To that end, we'd like to try
the following (drum sample Maestro]:

MIHHBE—NET

See your name in HEAL print. Fame & fortune. Get
interesting phone calls. volunteer to be listed as
an "expert" in one or more of the following areas:

Sampling
Sequencing
Uperating System{sl
MIDI Connections
Hardware
Computer Interfacing
Uther [you tell us)

Hctually, [no foolin' now), we need people who
wouldn't mind answering an occasional question from
another Mirage owner. The questions are just about
always interesting and quite often you'll learn a lot
from each other. {Hnd if you send us the question
and answer, we'll print them, send you H centsfword,
you'll be rich and famous, and other people won't
call you up and ask the same question.) Sound UH?
we need your phone number, what hours would be UK for
calls, and your time zone. Give us a call. (S03)
zes-seas.

-It -It -I

Since Ensoniq updated their operating system to
version 2.n, the handy Parameter Chart supplied by
Dick Lord and published in the last issue should have
the range of Parameter 22 changed from U—3fi to B-12.
Ensoniq also states that the new, full~octave range
on the pitch bender allows it to track the DM—?, and
that some bugs causing missing notes on the sequencer
have also been fixed.

-1- -It -I

Still in the rumor stage — Somebody out there is
supposedly working on a HES that will run on a
Commodore ea. we'll have more info as it becomes
available.

e e e

Ensoniq is putting on some displays and seminars in
the Hollywood area in early November. If this gets
to you on time, call Bob Mehrman at [fiflfil SSS-S351
for details.

-H- it H-

Mnother rumor — Under development by an independent
party: a handy way to replace the Bfik RAM chips in
the Mirage with 2SEk chips and add a "bank select"
switch so you can load e times as many sounds and
then instantly select among them. _

SUBTUNIC
EDNFESSIUNS UF A reeao-vroom

By Sonya Kazen

Eoputer terminal. The end of conjugal life as we
know it. Mo cure for the hacker.

Symptoms appear with the onset of a synthesizer,
spread to a drum machine and a sequencer, advance in
the late stages to a complete computer—linked home
studio. ENTER computerfDELETE spouse.

Mo weekly Monday Might Football or Solid Gold dancers
vie for his attention. He's interfacing nightly —
fingers on keypad, eyes on monitor, mind on MIDI.

He speaks machine language, samples your voice in
split-second allotments only. Bytes like "dishes,"
"mother—in-law," or "why don't we" are relegated to
an endless loop in a closed circuit ...your requests
are just noise generators in his new program. Up the
ramp wave with you.

Social interaction? His idea is a user-group modem
transfer. Think synchronized pulse—width modulation
sounds sexy? Think again. How about getting away
for a family vacation to beautiful Silicon valley, or
maybe exciting Digicon? Ho oscillating about it.
Your disk has been filed.

H forgotten pre—teen vow of poverty and chastity
taken while watching "The Nun's Story" on t.v. comes
back to haunt you. $2.97 folding chairs and empty
equipment cartons serve as living room furniture.
$2,970 synthesizers decorate the studio. Sex?
You're not the one being "booted up." Imagine
snuggling up together to watch a late night database.

Mo routine "Good Might.“ Just an EXIT command... b-
l-e-e-p... and system's down. He's fast asleep with
visions of schematics dancing through his head.

Sonya Kazen is a Portland—based singerfsgngwriter who
is currently undergging treatment for acute
technophobia.

BQCK ISSUES
Back issues are available for $1 each. Some back
issues are no longer available in their original printed
form and a photocopy will be substituted.
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Further information on SDUMD LAB [announced here last
month): SDUMD LAB by Blank Software is an extremely
powerful sound design program for the Mirage and
Apple Macintosh. SBUMD LAB features graphics—based
waveform and parameter editing, computer assisted
modification and creation of waveforms, extensive
digital audio processing, a sound librarian [allows
sounds to be stored on regular Macintosh disks}, and
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graphic looping aids. The SUUMD LHB makes extensive
use of the Macintosh user interface of mouse—driven
pull—down menus, and multiple windows. (See photo.)
The SDUMD LAB will be distributed by authorized
Ensoniq dealers. For more info, contact: Blank
Software, zeta Clay St., San Francisco, CH Bfll15.
(e15) B22-BSEB.
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THE INTERFQCE
Hello There Hackers. . .

Just a quick letter to let you know I'm still alive and trying to
waster the saapling capabilities of the Mirage (it's a little tougher
than I thought, but results are on the wayl} I have enclosed a
listing of the parameters arcl their location in the advanced
Saa1:ler'e Guide. I find it very difficult to find needed information
in the manual using the given index so I wrote my own and am offering
it to you as a prograrrming aid. Hope it becomes useful to the
advanced progranlners. [Tracy Lord's index is reproduced alseuh-ere in
this issue. Ensoniq has also mentioned that they're updating the
Duilfila and will incorporate info of this sort in the newer editions. ~
Ed.

I do have a batch of new questions for you and I hope you can print
the answers in your next newsletter.

First: I have a Drumtrax drunlmachine that I am currently using in my
studio {along with a MIH 155, but that's another story.} and use
trying to set up my MIDI and sync patches so that the Mirage was the
"timing boss' and all tempos would be set with the Mirage's clock
control. How, in doing this I discovered an interesting problem. I
set the Drumtrax to MIDI External Clock Heceive and set the Ensoniq
up to record a sequence. Dnce I hit the Enter button to start
recording the Drumtrax took off at about BS mphl - meaning it was
playing at about twice the tempo originally wanted for the sequence.

why is this? I would have thought that ta beatsfminute would be the
same for one MIDI machine as it would be for another. I can get good
results from patching the sync jacl-cs together [Druntrax Sync But to
Ensoniq Sync In], but I would have thought the same wo-uld be true of
the MIDI clocks.



This problem is not so important to me now since I've just bougwt a
Hybrid Hrts Midimata 1S—track digital recorder and it is now the boss
for everything, but I thougt it was an interesing problem that might
save someone else in the same situation - plus I'm curious about the
answer.

another interesting problem for Drumtrak users is that it can be
played on the lower octave of a MIDI keyboard. This can be neat, but
also a pain when you don't want to hear a kick drunlavary time you
play your lowest C.

Seoond: while using the Hybrid Arts Midimate Recorder with my Atari
EDIL I was trying to put down a bass track that had some very quick
arpeggiations. when I went back to listen to the track that l had
just recorded {and heard wile recording} there were dropouts of some
of th notes. The same bass line was than rerecorded using a korg ow
EDDD and there were no problems. The Ensoniq bass line that was
recorded was then played back on the ow EDD and the dropouts were
still there. This leads me to believe that the Ensoniq did not send
out the MIDI info to be recorded. The ow EDD bass line can be
replayed on either eynth and is complete {ie., no dropouts).

Hhat could the reason be?

Dnce again thanks for the info that was in your last latter and keep
us all posted on new developments as they become available - or
unavailable as the case may be.

Tracy Lord '
Georgia, HT

[Clark - The reason for the dropout problem is that there was a bug
in the Mirage Dperating System before version z.n. This has been
corrected in the current DE, so if you remember to boot with a 2.d
disk, everything should he peachy. (Naturally. this will MDT fix
sequences recorded with older US — they will need to be re-
recorded.]]

[Ensoniq's response to your strange clock problem - "In almost all
cases, it makes the oost sense for the drtm machine to be the raster
clock since drum nochines usually have a metronome, tape, and
quantizer. Setting Parameter E to DH, and Parameter BE to DFF, than
connecting the Mirage's MIDI Input to the drum machine's MIDI Dutput
works perfectly. Set the Mirage Sequencer to HECDHD, start the drum
machine, than start your sequence on the down-beat. The Sequencer
will not record the delay between the start of the drtrn machine a.nd
the first note you play on the Mirage. The first note will occur on
the first beat of the doom pattern. The playback of the Sequencer
will stop and start automatically when you stop or start the drum
machine as the Mirage responds to MIDI Stop and Start commands. The
Mirage really works best as a slave."]

{Ed. - Ensoniq also has an explanation for the stange results you got
- but I only heard it once {real fastl]. Something about the framitz
defaulting to the quarfzod's clock. anyway, the bottom line was,
"Use the Mirage as the slave."']

Hi there:

Here are a few suggestions that I think would be well received by
your readers:

1] H regular listing of the complete factory sounds library.
apparently, Ensoniq is adding new sounds regularly but they haven't
as yet established any obvious means of oommmnicating what's
available.

E] Ensoniq has at least inplied [in their brochures and manuals} that
we can expect more great products in the future. I think a sneak
preview colum would be of interest to most of us.

3} as the antithesis of the sneak preview, how about a "wish list"
column for readers to suggest ideas for new products and.-*"or product
improvement?

To help get the wish list column going, here's my two cents worth.

al Make a ta“ rack-mounted version of the Mirage.

bl Add a key mapping option so that two units could be used to extend
the key response range to a full BE-note MIDI keyboard. Dne Mirage

could be mapped to respond to the keys ED thrcargh HS. The second
Mirag could be mapped to resend to the key codes C2 to CT. This
would not only enable the Mirage to cover the Full EEI-key piano
range, but would also provide 1E polyphonic voices in the overlapping
range from C2 to F-5.

c} add some form of MDMD mode. This would be very useful when
emulating certain instruments, such as a tenor sax. The polyphonic
mode in such a situation is only a nuisance because one is forced to
play chord arpeggios in an unnatural way to avoid overlapping notes
[thereby sounding like more than one saxophone].

Well, thoe are a few of my ideas.

Robert D. Uillwock
Elendora, CH

[Ed. — we're trying to keep up with the new disks via New Product
announcements an reviews. However, we're presently too short of
space to devote too much room to a [mostly repetative} listing of all
disks. Similarly, the "wish List“ exists more as comments in letters
{which Ensoniq does read] than as a compilation of all previously-
expressad desires. we're also trying to keep up with their other new
products, but Ensoniq naturally doesn't want word to leak out before
"Dfficial announcement" bacaue of marketing and competition
considerations. [Dur relatively short lead-time does often let us be
"first-in-print."} Regarding your wish list: Parameter 29 and the
new rack-mount Mirage should take care of "a" and “c."]

Dear Hackers:

First the gripes:

Because of the massive success of the Mirage in this country {England
- Ed.], it has provan difficult to obtain advice or assistance from
either the dealers or the U.H. representative, when sections of the
Advanced 5ampler's Guide prove less than clear.

understandably, copin with the supply problems alone is enough for
any organization to bear, but with a product of this caliber, the
lack of knowledgable back-up personnel to instruct dealer sales
people (or, for that matter, the British Music Fair reps] is clearly
a case of false economy. Confused and frustrated customers do not
keep companies afloat after the boom crests. Many innovations are
ultimately meaningless if they aren't user friendly enough to suit a
market of the scale Ensoniq has for the Mirage.

Thus, it is a great relief to find some sort of feedback publication,
such as yours, to hopefully reduce tr: frustration in learning the
system, and maximize the pleasure in using it.

as far as "wish lists" go. the inclusion of a third digit on the
display window tops the list, but more realistically, a substantial
increase in the Mirage's sequencing capacity, ie, a dedicated MHSDS
type disk exclusively for the recording, editing, and chaining of
sequences {is EDDD - SDDD notes too much to ask for?} without the
sampling function would seem to be a good trade-off.

Specifically, an Dberheim-type quantising function, for us less than
gifted players, to push our pitiful timing to the nearest a, E, 12,
zt, 32, as beat would be nice.

If that is too much to ask for, how about some in-depth information
on putting data into the sequencer from a rhythm unit via the MIDI
connection. ll good example would be to show how Floland, liorg, and
Sequential rhythm units send data out through the MIDI bus and how
the Mirage sequencer would best receive it.

Lastly, would it not be possible to order the blank formatted
diskettes from the European factory? Ht this point, nearly every
dealer is aold out or selling them at L25 instead of the LTD price
of two months ago. The whole thing stinks of e rip-off on the
marketing and.

Thank you for your kind indulgence and for hopefully providin some
light at the and of the tunel.

Cl1ristian Ltnch
London, England

[Ed. — Enoniq is trying to straighten things out with their
distribution channels in England. However, regarding after-purchase
support, {as you mentioned} that's why we're hara.]



Dear I-iacker,

Last night I sent to an Ensaniq seminar with Tan Darling. lifter he
aanpled fran s record he had to play around with El different filter
aettines tryiro to get it right, that is, sound like the record.
Isn't there a-re setting that will record fran a record cleanly‘?

Hfewbssic tpastions:

that is a a1e—page loop‘?
that is a short loop‘?
that is a la'|g loop‘?

mo a few random oannants:

I think changing the operating system to allow for a_ 2D,DDll-r|ote
sequencer with disk storage wa.:ld be excellent. My DI-'? do-es only
H,1Ell tops. T|1is might be a factor in boosting sales.

I have a Elli-‘P Rhodes sound nude by Tan Darling. It kind of flakes
a.rt in the high register. However, for one sanple it covers quite a
large section of the keyboardi

Hnan I set Parameter 35 (ilac Mix} to zero, it doesn't autanatically
make the mod shoal a Inikirg wheel. that parameters must also be
changed‘? P25 Elf? P3-fl set in the middle?

Tlaerks for listing my user gralp {M.U.S.E.} in your classifieds. I
uauld consider having a conputer bulletin board but there is no way
to download sands. Fhybe software people could do it with Mac or ST
in the future...

It would be nest to have s loop that would play the attack, the
sustain, and the release. The release could ca1tain s guitar scratch
or a trmpet screech a1 glissando, putting a tail on the sound when
you lifted the key.

J. W. HGIIIE
Ell'i'lL|'rat, IL

[Ed. — ks you've probably discovered by now, there isn't any sinple
setti for "just recording a sound. Ensoniq's "plain vanilla“
{Mifillgi settings will ualally work, but it depends on the sound. 5ee
Clark's article in last month's issue. A one-page loop is any loop
that takes to a single page of teary, 255 bytes. P. short loop is a
loop that covers a single cycle of the imut waveform — regardless of
nemory. P35=D, P2H=EII|, and PM in the middle of its range should
indeed make the Mod Wheel a mixing '|heel.]

[Ensoniq's oannentsr Regarding the sequencer El[JIl"!5.ll'I'l - ea.|ld
rather not. It calld be expanded, but you would not be able to play
any sounds a1 the Mirage since there so-u1dn't be any HHM left to
store the sotnds. Regarding davnloading - keep in mind that sa.nd
HAM is 12Bk. This is s looa'|g time over the |:i1a1e. Eh the problem
with making the Mod tlheel a mixing vheel, Mod Heel miking will only
work on sands that have been sanpled for Mil Elli!-I. Turning Mi: Mode
[F-EB] UH for a somd that wasn't intended to be used in MII l"'IJ'JE
will prorhce strange results. Hate that any aanple that uses
velocity-controlled |"'lII HIE can be set to use the Fbd llhael
ins"|:esd.]

Dear Trsnsaniq Hackers,

I em happy to see your pdelicatim inpro-ving with each passing issue.
I've got sane irbas and sane requests:

Ihope ya.| soon have sane Lrhisaed reviews of Data 1 Inc.'s
diskettes. $35 is a goal piece of change to toss at an Lntried,
Lrhaird itan: they offerdsnncsaaettes for $5per volune [seans
hi-g1 .

How about a review of Mirage products? Tell us about those disks.
ire they recorded sell‘? flee there any more electric pianos lurking
shout? How's the Input 5-angling Filter‘? lI"|at's it good for‘? How
does it inprove our sanpling’? {Increased sanpling rate will improve
fidelity, but does the filter help to cut daun an the noise alanant -
aliasing, table--lookup noise?) I'd like to read a paragraph an how
irput filter roll-off rates apply to the sanpling process. that
about the sequence aacpand-er'i' Ean ue save those 1,Il[l[I-note sequences
to disk‘?

I've triad a few bi-directia1al loops according to the book of MHEIJE.
They sa.|r|d ok but at the splice point {halfway through the loop] I'm
plagued by nasty "clicks." I have no UE5. I have no camuter {other
than musical instrunents]. P.nyb-ody a.|t there have a clue to solving
this little problan?

The Advanced 5av:pler's Iiuide mentions {in passing} we can do
algorhythmic, digital synthesis with the Mirage. Is that so? Illill
‘E-hie require an outboard carpets:-‘P Hill I have to buy a DI T‘?

Here's some ideas for user groups - how about offering E to Ell
minute cassettes vhich caetain high-quality sounds for us to ample.
State of the art studio quality - conpressed, eq'd, etc? The ana.:nt
of samples available aw a standard formatted disk is limited.
Perhaps 12, perhaps EII or so. Imagine how many sate:-lea a good
engineer could put on a Ell minute cassette. Entire libraries of
sounds: percussian, sand effects, synths, "hits." "Ihis may not be
workable for all sounds and is obviously not a project for the get~
rich-quick kids, but the serials samplists {us old farts} could
derive our own collections on disks to suit a.rr tastes and needs.
that wa.|ld I pay for such an itan? I know I'd rather send my $35 in
that dire-ctia1.

If you sanole using half—speed tape, ranenbar that the tape is
proalcing little usable for the Mirage at frequencies above B kHz.
So roll the irput filter dam to this - or thereabouts. This should
help a1e more noise prohlan.

People who are interested in trading sands probably sha.|ld include
recording info. I don't thirk I'd get a fair trade if "the other
g.ry" was using a dispatcher's mic straig-|t into the Mirage to catch a
glass harmonica. "!iem1arnflltari,!5a.r|d 'iorkshop" neens sanathing
a.|ite different to me than "TandyfColeco,e'E|nersa1." I suspect the
users gra.|:s are the way to go. Sending 'jI"lZI-J1‘ $13 disks to an Lrknoan
persan. seens a bit risky. Trading sessians make sense. .

I reoannand Clark Salie-bury's articles be included with stosequent
Mirage manuals. My first few weeks were scary — trying hopelessly to
slug through the I2 disk. It saened like marhass - load Lower 3,
cell Program ll, Tl-EH load Upper lnhetever. Eltherwise you'll never
hear the |.|:|per programs. F. great arragmnt to give a beginner‘?

Llsarsinthel'Eareaplaasagetintouchwith|:e. Iiubodyinmyband
Lndarstandsthisshoptalk.

Enoug1 for now. Thanks,

L. Joseph Hose
PD Bok 332
H. flttleboraagw, MP. D2'?E1

[Clark - ‘fa; can save [3] 131]]-note secpences to disk rather than the
usual {5} 3.'i3—note sequences.

Bi-directimal looping will not eliminate glitching problans then
looping: sanetimes it even makes the problem worse. ’|Iitha..rt 'v'E5,
your major tool for doing lang la:os is patiaece. [Lots.] ‘|'a.| may
have sane more luck, havever, if you try to "tune" ya.|r sanple rate
to the frequency of the sound you are trying to loop before sanpling.
This may give you a better shot at getting ya.|r sampled waveforms to
line up with the page ba.n:lsries of the Mirage's wavesanple memory.
For a more crwplete look at this technique, as well as a frequency-
to-saaple-rate corrversia1 chart, see my article elsewhere in this
1.55!-E's

Regarding algoritlnnic systhesia; no, you da1't need a BIT, but Lnless
you Feel l.ika writing your own software, I suggest checking a.rt the
‘-IE5.

[Ed. - tle've been trying to get revieu disks fran Data ‘T for a couple
of months now. So far, no luck. But, according to this |Ia1th's ad,
they have dropped their prices.

hIe've discussed with Clark the possibility of prochlcing a "User's
Guide" c1a1sistil'|g of s collection of several of his articles. It
ca.|ld happen...]

[Ensoniq's reapmaa: The higher sampling rate allaved by the Irput
Eanpling Filter also reasces aliasing ar|d table-lockup noise. The
sharp cut of the filter allows sore hig1-frequency ca1tent to be
sanplad, Ihile still stppressing signals ahich wasld alias.

He dith't mean to give the inpressiaw that the Mirage could do
algorhythnic digital synthesis by itself. It requires a corrputer
rtrruiag sig1s.'l.-pra:-easing software and durping the camuted waveforms
into the Mirage via the Mirage l"IIiJI systan ekclusive. H rl-Idler of
people a.rtside Ensoniq are working an thie.]



Dear Transaniq,

I have recently purchased a Mirage and am happy with it except for
one thing: there senses to be s lot of presnp noise {at least I assure
that is that it is]. The noise I am speaking of occurs without
playing a note, aha-| the volune slider is mp. Do you thirnk it is
possible to eodify the output with a cleaner preuqrl? If so, do you
know tho can do the work‘?

The newsletter is great.

M51

Phil Parlapiano
Sspulveda, EH

[DlarkJ'Ed. - If sane of the objectimable noise is ED I-Tr hun, it can
be minimized by eliminating gr'o|.nd loops. This is sanetimes da-ne by
lifting the Mirage's safety grand ca"nectia1. Cannon 3-prarg to 2-
prong All adapters can be used for this purpose. I-beaver, we can't
reconlnend this. ‘|"a.|r Mirage will rp longer have a case at earth-
grand-if sanethingshortsart, ya.| couldendip carpletingthe
circuit to grand with ya.|r avn little body. This tends to make ya.|r
heart do ftrny things. P. cleaner preanp migwt be e possibility -
start by charking with ya.|r service center.I

[Ensa1iq's camuats: Tau esy have s service problem. Please contact
ya.|: service rep. first problems are difficult to debug via mail - we
will help people diagnose problems over the |:i1one [215-E4?-393D].
This shaald at least help people determine whether they have an
actual service problem have discovered s general bug, or if it's
just normal oparatiomi

Deer Transeniq,

I read about your rnwsletter in KETBZMRD. I'd like more infornation
- suybe e senple copy. I don't an a Mirage, but n seriaasly
considering it I was a bit off than I learned the built-in. put
drive will not initislire its an row disks. Maybe scmrre lotus of
all acftwsr-e,,,'?

Brian Fergusa'|
l'i:rth Salt Lake, UT

[Ed. - Actually, you'll find an ad in this issue free scnme w1o's
done just that. Ie've also heard runors that some standard bec'k|.p
prograne: for veria.|s personal carputers will also work. This is also
a good any to "qr-date" 'jFIlUI earlier disks with the latest operating
eystee-be suretoeovethesa.r|dsaepleselsa|hereuhi.ledoir|gso;
formatting erases everything. {He'd also like to Iention that we've
talked to Ensoniq about thisand they've beanEITF-!E|"EL'r
 . ‘l11ea1ethir|gtheydol'1't1|e|nttosaeispeople
filling their gy5i_g1_tg_-g operating systan. Pusicians mould
certainly syqrathire with thie.]]

[her TrI1a|:niq,

Thsri-cs for creating a very Laeful newsletter!

I have a fan tpestions. First, regarding interfacing the Mi
uhen I trigger thafliragefrremmyfllffkeyboard, I findthatl
get full velocity sensitivity re-sponse from the Mirage. also,
trigger the D11’ fran the Mirage, the velocity sensitivity is
strarg. Iatheresny any thatI csnranedythisahortof
reprogranning all my DI voices for different sensitivity settings for
MIDI use, end having to create dznlicate sets of the sen voices with
different peritere for different uses?

eiii

I hope you start a colum regarding sanpling techniques - mybe s
user forts: with tips and caerents about mic placement, processing,
etc. I all sure this waald be helpful to many people new to digital
sanpling. Hlso, sane informatian a1 has sanpling rates relate to
irput frequencies. This was not explained in depth in the MHEDE
Guide.

Looking forward to your neat edition,

Hughes Hall
Los lngelss, E!

[Clark - Try using the DI‘? as the master keyboard and setting the
Mirage velocity sensitivity parameter (23) for the desired response
and writing this setting back to disk along with your resulting
progrgms. H chart showing the relationship between sanpling rate and
irputffpeqtlncy is a1 page T3 of the MHEDS nanual and is reprinted,
with poaniission, at the end of my article in this iss.ue.]

[Ensoniq - Lhforttrutaly, the DI-‘T does not prodna full velocity
respa1se fran its aan keyboard, lnhile the Mirage ares. Basically,
the DI.-'i' doesn't provide full range over MIDI.]

Dear Transoniq,

Thank you for sending ma your ascellant magarine - it's veg useful.

I have started the Hollywood Mirage Diner's Users Group end a.|r first
lusting will be st any studio {Classic Sand] a1 Dctobar 13th at 'i'r3D
rln. [For how to find out about future meetings, see arr classified
section. — Ed.] kfter this meeting I will mdantably have more user
tips and hints and will sand you a suenary.

lbout writing s snarling article, I don't think I have anougw data
for an article but I can certainly pass on save tips. Probably the
most useful discovery that we have made is that when we are ssrpling
thra.|g1themicrophonei|1:a:t, ifwe|.|seagoodconder|sermicsu::has
theHu:IioTecl'|nica Bliiandput ittl1roug1aeicropl'\cr|epre-a|1psu:h
as the Electra-Harnlonia Ego Booster, we get aatrs—ordinerily good
cpality. This is excellent for ssepling spoken sentences and also
live synthssnd stuff offtape ahsnweuent afast instant hig'a-
tpslity sanpla and don't have tine to put an HID he thr-a.l;fl1 ti’!
board or ti: helf—speed tape sampling.

hat widnes,

Tony Flockcliff
Les lngslss, DI

lhar Eire,

Fi.rstthaq.|esticne. ihE'uan|:lDiak Zthe .e.
Saqale 3, Fragrant} oneyMirageseans tocl
nkingatick everytiaethat itgoespast
third Mirage because the first a1e had a bad
one had I crackle |i'|en it would loopon
{especially the "Hock i\‘anp"]. It wold go "dshdah om di"| brrrr ..."' so I had it replaced.
"-dah dah dah dah tick...“ I was just wmdsring i
udth this and are eaperiencing the same thing’?
becauselintend todos grestdealofsanplingin
need a properly 'FLI'I2tlItl"lil"IJ Iachine. The Iusic
rlnningthe other waywhentheyseelecaning. I
pest if this is rcnnal for this earls.

iegiiig
Eiiiggiiagiigsiggigjegt"iiianiiiiigi

I have also purchased all the current sand disks for the Mirage and
have fa.nd this sane "tick" an the violin sanple than it loops, but
oh well. I do widw that the ccepany wa.rld take I little nore care in
eeking their sanples. The violin samle is very noisy and it lakes
it almost useless for any seriaa recording - lnich is shy I bmqat
it in the first place.

Enougw for the carplaints. I have just purchased the Ilisusl Editing
System andfind it tobe a greathelp in fiaingsaun ofthese
problems with the factory saaplea. There are a canla of things that
Iwish thatit would do- such ssenable youtoprint thewsve
sanples so they could be studied at paper. Another thing I would
like is to be able to view the entire wavesanp-le. All you get is me
page at s time. This makes it herd to really sea that the s@le is
doing, especially for eultisanpling or wave sqele rotating.

I have also observed that (at least with paddles] you nust take the
cursor off the top of the screen to Illit the wave drawing lode after
pressing Escape or it won't erit no nutter that yaa do. It took as
several minutes of frustrstian lntil I discovered this by sccifint.
Trlay da1't nention this in the book.

I walld also like to let ya.e: readers know that if they experience
their Mirage having weak keys an some of their sanples {aw-scislly
the Piano +1, Sand Program It] I discovered that the Mia: Mode is off
an that program and Have Senple 2 is set for liey B, Top Key. T'h.is
wave satple is the ‘soft piano sound" and it makes the key sand leak
in its triggering. Hith the tranle that I have had with ey keyboard
in thepaet. I hasreadyto takeitbsck u1t:i.lIput itonthe
carputer. lI‘lH"l I fand this a.rt, boy, was I relieved. lnylflh to
correct this, just bring the Have Sanple I2 dean a1e top key to 7,
s11ditIiJ.ltIees1o|.I:|astherest.

at "tier work. I hope that this newsletter cantinlns to grow
to help cantribute if I could. Bye for now. I-happy

hacking
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[Cleric - I have not noticed any "ticking" in these sanples. I would
reconnend trying another disk or having your Mirage serviced by one
of the authorized centers listed in the last isaue.]

[Ensonic|'s ccxrmente: Dur violin sanples have received praises in the
British nusic press. Actually. they aren't perfect e a violin puts
out a lot of higw-frequency energy and the waveform is really a
oonglomeration of a bunch of harmonics. There is no nice sinple
point on the waveform for a perfect splice. Regarding 1u'E5: The
Apple just doesn't have enough ox-rnory to display the entire waveform.
Houever, the new HES package from Blark Software runs c|n the Fhc -
uhic=|'| has more than enough memory to do the J-ob.]

Dear Tranaonig,

I am a faculty l'l'Bflb‘BI‘ at the Atlanta Collage of Art, with a
background is painting, however, I have had a long standing interest
in sound as a creative nediun and I am currently offering a course
here at the college called “Experimental Sotnd."

There are 15 students enrolled in the class and the Mirage is going
to be the main tool in this course. As such. I am interested in
odnmlnicating with anyone who is exploring this instrument in shat is
primarily an experimental and ed..Ioational context.

Sincerely,

Hill Nolan
Atlanta College of Art
1255 Peachtree St. IE
Atlanta, EA JHSDQ

Dear Editor ,

than I rn-st heard of the Tsnusovro HACKER I didn't know use to
expect. How that I've received the first three issues I'm quite
impressed. I only hope that every Mirage owner supports itl It's
especially important for me as I ‘m quite isolated. Heep up the good
work.

I have the following questions and sonments:
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[1] I get a f'LI'ny radio or gromd-"'hun" on some of the aanples {e.g.
piano. electric piano}. It is especially noticeable when the sustain
pedal is depressed. The sound cpici-cly disappears uhen you release
the pedal or keys. I have a spike and noise filter on the ac line
|:I.|t. it still persists.

(2) I originally had the Mirage 5l'lll'Il.l'1g the same outlet as my tv. It
hlould freollently lock up. The solution was quite obvious - movel.

{3} I was semi-disappointed with the new piano disk. Althou|j1 I love
the saoples, there is still a fair amomt of glitches or noise that
shouldn't be there. Is it my disk or the sanples‘? I can q'aj_n_'|_||'|i1g
the problem by slightly lowering the velocity peak or layering with
another synth. Any other suggestions that don't lose banchuidth,
etc.?

{A} Ia there anyway of getting rid of that rock-band saiple on the
synth disk‘? It's a good sanple but it has a way of popping up uhen
least expected.

[5] Is there any way to get the organ sound on the synth disk on the
upper keyboard with, say. slap bass on the lower?

{E} lllhm will you start doing reviews of existing and new disks‘?

Hope this isn't too ouch,

Del Barry
Frobisher Bay
Canada

[Clark — I haven't heard the glitches on the new piano disk. I
suggest you return it. I don't know of any any to get rid of the
rock band serrple on the synth disk, but it could conceivably be
replaced with another sarrple. or even a one-page sanple of silence.
For further info, see my splitting and looping articles.]

[Ed. — tle started some disk reviews in the last issue and we hope to
do more as nsu disks beoone available. ‘fou can move the sounds
aromd using the MA5135 Copy conlnand {Parameters 1? and 15.]

[Ensonir:|'s response to your hun problem - You may have a problem in
your power supply. If it sounds like gromd-loop hm. you might try
plugging your somd system and your Mirage into the same outlet. If
they're already in the same outlet, try moving them to separate
outlets.]


